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USC alumni William and Lou Kennedy, sat next to Patricia Moore-Pastides, at Friday’s announcement of their donation.

USC takes out Furman
The Gamecocks improved to 3-0 with a 3819 win over the in-state
Furman Paladins.

USC snags $30 million gift
University’s second-largest donation will
fund new Kennedy Innovation Center
Jonathan Battaglia

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

See page 8
The USC College of Pharmacy formally received a
$30 million gift from alumni William and Lou Kennedy of Orlando, Fla., Friday morning.
The gift, the second-largest in the University’s
history, will establish the William P. and Lou W.
Kennedy Pharmacy Innovation Center. The center will
be housed in the Coker Life Sciences building and the
Discovery I building in the Innovista Research Center.

A third of the gift will come to USC in cash over
10 years to fund the center, while the remaining twothirds will come as a bequest to endow the center.
William Kennedy, a 1966 alum of USC’s College of
Pharmacy, said the gift will help the school collaborate
with the Darla Moore School of Business and the
School of Mass Communications and Information
Studies.
“In a changing health care system, pharmacists
have to be innovative and entrepreneurial,” said Kennedy, former CEO of Nephron Pharmaceuticals Corp.
“There are more options than working behind a desk at
DONATION ● Continued on 2

Mama and Papa Cocky come to town
24th Annual Greek Fest
Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church hosted their
annual festival over the
weekend. Check out our
extensive coverage of all
the delicious food and
rich cultural traditions on
display.

See page 4

Down the Rabbit Hole
The English
language
has evolved
into one of
lazy, nondescript words
that ShakeAlice
speare
Chang
would be
ashamed of. First-year
international
business student

See page 3
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Families from near and far converged on campus this weekend for annual Parents Weekend festivities.
Even Cocky took his proud parents to Williams-Brice Stadium to view the Gamecock’s Saturday win
over Furman. The mascot and his folks posed with hundreds of families near the stadium prior to kickoff.
According to Melissa Gentry, the director of Parents Programs, 5,272 parents and family members
registered for the weekend, which included a Beach Bash, a 5k run and a Parents Tailgate near the stadium
that included classic South Carolina food and was attended by about 4,000 people.

Sanford maps out education summit
Governor hopes to
end wasteful spending
Josh Dawsey
NEWS EDITOR

Parents Weekend
Check out our two slideshows online featuring
photos from the Parents
Weekend’s Beach Bash
and Saturday’s tailgating
festivities.

Online @
www.dailygamecock.com

Gov. Mark Sanford announced the
logistics of a higher education summit
Friday, an event he hopes will stop
tuition hikes at public universities and
move the General Assembly to action
this spring on what he sees as wasteful
spending by the state’s colleges.
The meeting will be held Sept. 28
at 10 a.m. inside the Academic Center
Auditorium at the Midlands Technical College Airport Campus in West
Columbia. Education administrators
from around the state, legislators,
state officials and a team of Sanford-

selected policy experts will participate
in the discussion. The event is free
and open to the public.
“While there are certainly passionate arguments to be made from several
fronts on the question of higher ed accessibility and affordability, we believe
a statewide discussion must begin
in earnest if necessary changes are
to be made in the coming legislative
session,” Sanford said in a statement.
“We think this Summit could well
provide the open and indeed Socratic
environment needed to foster a frank
debate about how best to address recent burdensome tuition hikes, as well
as explore ways to better protect the
taxpayer while keeping the dream of
college within reach for hard-working
South Carolina families.”
Sanford’s long been a critic of

South Carolina’s higher education.
He’s criticized public institutions
for spending too much on economic
development, raising tuition in an
economic downturn and wasting
funds on new construction projects.
Of southeastern institutes of higher
education, South Carolina’s 2010
tuition rates are the highest.
But Ted Moore, USC’s vice president for finance and planning, said
waning state funding has forced
tuition increases, and new construction projects are necessary to stay
competitive with other institutions.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

Capstone’s ballroom was
adorned with red pins and
miniature billboards Friday
afternoon in protest of current House of Representatives speaker Nancy Pelosi.
The event was day three
of the Republican National
Committee’s six-week “Fire
Pe l o s i B u s To u r ” a n d
brought
Congressma n Joe
Wilson
and Republ ica n
Nat io n a l
Chairman
Michael
Steele to
STEELE
speak,
along with other local leaders, and was open to the
public. Columbia was one of
three stops made along with
Lancaster and Charleston.
Steele spoke to students
about Obama’s health care
plans and A merica’s $13
trillion debt.
“ I r e a l l y d o n’t n e e d
Obama to care for me,” he
said. “If we change leadership, we can change the
game.”
C hel sie Pau l son , t he
chair of USC’s College Republicans and a fourth-year
public relations student,
tried to localize the rally’s
points by appealing to her
peers.
“Each i nd iv idual is
$55,000 in debt which is
more than four years of
USC tuition combined,”
said Paulson. “The point is
to rally up everyone, including students, in hopes for a
red November.”
St udents, interns and
government leaders were
all in attendance for the
event, including Republican
National Committeewoman
Cindy Costa.
“If we win on voting day,
it doesn’t mean everything
is going to change immediately. It will put a brake
down so we make greater
gains and stop any more
bad stuff,” Costa said. “Our
whole system is chaos and is
in a terrible state. Obama’s
agenda does not work with
the American people.”
Congressman Joe Wilson
is one of the Republican
candidates running on Nov.
2nd. His motto, “Joe Means
Jobs,” has become a popular
catch phrase for the conservative community. Brian
DeRoy, Wilson’s communications director, said his
message is universal, especially to college students.
“Students want to find
that job out of college, and
Joe means plans,” DeRoy
said.
Other students, however,
feel differently about Republican intentions.
Second-year pol it ical
science student Neha Parthasarathy said she finds
Congressman Wilson to be
disrespectful.
“Regardless of political
affiliation, everyone needs
to respect the president.
This is why South Carolina
is such a joke in government.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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Weapon possession difﬁcult to convict in SC
COLUMBIA— Fewer than a third of
people charged with illegally carrying or
possessing a weapon in South Carolina
are actually convicted, according to a
newspaper review of court records.
Prosecutors blame the low conviction
rate on a variety of factors, including
plea bargains, confusing gun laws and an
unwillingness by juries to convict people
on gun charges if they didn’t commit
another worse crime, The Greenville
News reported Sunday.
“Gun crimes in general are tough to
prosecute unless they are connected to
violent crime,” Spartanburg County
chief prosecutor Trey Gowdy said.
A ccord i ng to i n for mat ion f rom
Gowdy’s office, about 70 percent of
homicides statewide each year are committed with guns. About half the armed
robberies and 20 percent of all aggravated assaults involve a firearm.
Victims advocates say getting tougher
laws passed is hard because South Carolina lawmakers don’t want to be seen as
trying to limit the ability to buy guns.
“There’s a reluctance to have any kind
of gun control on people who tend to
brandish weapons, carry, that sort of
thing,” said Laura Hudson, an advocate
for state crime victims. “It’s a mindset.
And I think that mindset bleeds over
into the prosecution.”
Gowdy, who is running for Congress,
said state prosecutors often pass cases on
to the federal level.
“It’s harder to get a conviction in state

court than federal court,” Gowdy said of
gun cases. “I think it is the culture and it
is the constitution.”
State police chief Reggie Lloyd says
even with plea bargains and handing
some cases off to federal prosecutors, the
conviction rate is too low.
“We would like to see a very aggressive approach by all prosecutors on gun
charges themselves,” he said. “These
individuals generally will have had some
history. They just shouldn’t be carrying
weapons. From our standpoint, we look
at it as getting ahead of another crime
being committed.”
Lloyd said there are some areas where
possession cases are a hard sell.
“There are some places in the state
where it is extremely difficult to get a
conviction,” he said. “You could almost
show a videotape and still get an acquittal.”
Over the past year, just one in five
people charged with pointing a firearm
was convicted, one in four was convicted
on carrying a weapon on school property.
The lowest conviction rate is for possession of a weapon during a violent
crime, which was at 13 percent.
Juries convicted 44 percent of the
people charged with unlawfully carrying
a pistol, but just 42 percent of those
charged with unlawfully possessing a
machine gun.
-Compiled by The Associated Press

College athlete lawsuits seek compensation
SAN FRANCISCO — Basketball star Ed
O’Bannon and quarterback Sam Keller
each earned most valuable player awards
during their collegiate careers.
Now, years after playing their final
games, they are pursuing what they consider a more significant collegiate legacy.
They are attempting through federal
lawsuits to force the NCAA to share its
annual revenues with student-athletes.
“There are millions and millions of dollars being made off the sweat and grind
of the student athlete,” O’Bannon said.
“Student athletes see none of that other
than their education.”
O’Bannon’s lawsuit seeks a share of the
money the NCAA earns from licensing
former players’ images in commercials,
DV Ds, v ideo games and elsewhere.
Keller’s claims are narrower and focused
on the NCAA’s deal with Electronic Arts
Inc., which makes basketball and football
video games based on college players’
images.
They are making headway in court,
racking up preliminary victories that have
advanced their cause further than previous legal challenges to the NCAA.
The debate over compensating college
players is almost as old as the NCA A,
founded in 1906. Amateurs have longbeen expected to compete for free and
the love of sport — or at least the cost of
a scholarship.
But the NCAA’s revenues have skyrocketed in recent years — it recently signed a
$10.8 billion, 14-year television deal for
basketball — and so have the demands of

athletes to share in the money.
For its part, the NCA A is steadfast
in its position that student-athletes are
prohibited from receiving payment for
participating in sports. It also says it has
done nothing wrong in marketing itself
for the benefit of its member schools and
will continue to vigorously contest the
lawsuits.
A judge earlier this year refused the
NCA A’s request to toss out the eight
lawsuits filed across the country by former
student-athletes. They are now consolidated into a single federal action in San
Francisco. The former collegiate athletes
accuse the NCAA of antitrust violations,
alleging they are prevented from marketing their images because the NCAA
locked up their commercial rights forever
during their college days.
O’Bannon alleges that an NCAA monopoly is enforced with one particular
form it requires every athlete to sign
before they can play. He says the form
grants the NCAA exclusive commercial
rights forever.
In a court filing, the NCAA said the
form has little to do with commercial
rights.
“It says not h ing about t he use of
student-athlete images by member institutions, nothing about video games, and
absolutely nothing about the right of a
former student-athlete to sell his own
collegiate image after graduation,” the
court filing stated.

Hurricane Igor batters Bermuda coast Sunday, US waves expected to signiﬁcantly increase
HAMILTON, Bermuda — Fierce waves
pounded the break waters and shores
of Bermuda on Sunday, straining yacht
moorings and battering oceanfront hotels
as Hurricane Igor lashed the wealthy
British enclave.
Bermudians battened down their homes
in pelting rain to wait out Igor, a Category
1 hurricane with maximum sustained
winds of 80 mph (130 kph). Some stormseasoned islanders ventured outside to
gawk at the 15-foot (5-meter) surf or to

triple-tie boat moorings even as officials
warned them to stay indoors.
“We are urging residents to please go
home and stay in until it is all over,” said
government spokeswoman Beverle Lottimore.
Those who did venture outside were
met with howling winds, and gusts of
hurricane force were reported by midday.
Flooding was reported in low-lying areas
and streets in downtown Hamilton, the
capital, were covered in several inches of

Student Organizations Interested in
Participating in Homecoming Week
of Events.
Information Meetings:
Wednesday, September 22nd 7:00pm RHUU 205
Wednesday, September 29th 7:00pm RHUU 205

All student organizations that have or will be submitting
applications to participate in Homecoming
MUST attend an interest meeting.

water and littered with tree branches and
other debris.
Igor’s eye was expected to pass over
or very close to Bermuda late Sunday,
according to the U.S. National Hurricane
Center in Miami. But with hurricaneforce winds extending up to 90 miles (150
kilometers) from the storm’s eye, even a
near-miss could cause substantial damage.
The storm was expected to veer northeast — away from the United States —
after passing Bermuda. But forecasters

said it would continue causing high surf
and strong rip currents along the U.S.
eastern seaboard.
Most tourists hopped on fl ights home
before the airport closed Saturday afternoon, but Elaine and Brian LaFleur of
New Bedford, Massachusetts, said they
actually changed the date of their flight so
they would make it to Bermuda in advance
of Igor. They wanted a new experience for
their 28th trip to the island.

DONATION ● Continued from 1
Walgreens or CVS.”
Before Kennedy headed Nephron, he
formed RoTech Medical Corp., which
grew to more than 700 locations across
the country. In 1997, RoTech was sold for
approximately $1 billion.
Nephron, which is based in Orlando
and now headed by Lou Kennedy, employs more than 550 people. As an offshoot of Nephron, the Kennedys formed
Home Oxygen 2 U, which offers home
respiratory equipment to patients. The
company was sold for $60 million.
USC President Harris Pastides said
he discussed the gift with the Kennedys
about a year ago when he visited Nephron’s plant in Orlando. Kennedy said he
had thought about giving back to USC
for years.
“I’ve been wanting to do this for a
while; it was just a matter of it being the
right situation,” Kennedy said.
Pastides said the gift marked a “special day” for USC and the state of South
Carolina.
“Pharmacy education in South Carolina
is on the rise, and today it received a big
booster shot,” Pastides said. “Gifts of this
nature open doors that otherwise could
have been shut.”
The gift is a victory for the oft-maligned Innovista research district, which

has had difficulty garnering private investment since its inception.
“Combining research with investment
is what Innovista is all about,” Pastides
said. “The University of South Carolina
will remain steadfast in advancing our
pharmacy school and Innovista.”
Lou Kennedy, a Lexington native who
earned a bachelor’s degree in journalism
at USC in 1984, said the couple wanted
to pay homage to the opportunities they
were afforded by the University.
“To those to whom much is given, much
is expected,” Lou Kennedy said. “Now it
is time to get to work and get it done.”
The college’s distance education program will allow students at the Medical
University of South Carolina and Greenville Hospital System University Medical
Center to benefit from the center. The
center will likely include student scholarships, an endowed chair, fellowships, a
Kennedy lecture series and specialized
training, according to University officials.
In 2004, USC alumna Darla Moore
pledged a $45 million gift to the University if the school raised $30 million in
funds beyond the initial commitment of
$15 million. The school exceeded its goal,
raising a total of $42.4 million.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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Students need to
DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE
show more support English language becoming lazy
The Wall Street Journal has spoken: USC’s football
team is terrible. Reporter Darren Everson wrote
an article published Sept. 16 titled “The State of
Disappoi nt ment ,” i n wh ich he st ates t hat t he
Gamecocks have been a failure in football forever, but
fan passion is still there.
Everson had one thing right: the team has a history
of loss. Every Carolina fan is aware of that fact. The
passion is something fans still have to prove. Honestly,
it’s not even the passion that is lacking; it’s money in
people’s pockets. Ticket
ices have gone way
“It’s not even the pr
up and fans just cannot
f ford to bu y s e a s on
passion that is atickets
the same way they
did in prev ious years.
lacking; it’s money A n d w h o c a n b l a m e
t hem for cutt ing back
in people’s pockets.” on extremely overpriced
tickets the year after a 7-6
season in which we were stomped on in the PapaJohns.
com Bowl? Any sports management student will tell
you that teams should jack up their prices after highly
successful years, not mediocre performances. Money
has also kept USC from attracting football talent from
out-of-state, and once again expectations of mediocrity
doesn’t help either.
W hen the economy turns around, fan support
will help USC football take off and become a better
team. However, at this point, students, who some
would consider the backbone of the University, need
to remain the driving force and source of passion for
the Gamecocks. With absolutely free tickets available,
students should request tickets to absolutely every
game, be it Georgia or Furman, and then show up and
stay the whole time. USC is one of the few schools in
the SEC that doesn’t charge students for season tickets,
so we should take advantage of that.

Evolution of words, introduction of terms such thing as English prison where people
could be locked up with nothing but a large
make Americans’ speech less precise
Humans evolved from monkeys, if you’re
an evolutionist. The Wal-Mart corporation
evolved from a single discount store. Floppy
disks evolved into CDs, typewriters into
computers. One common characteristic
about everything that undergoes evolution
is they will generally progress from being
less complex to more
complex.
Ever y t hing except
somet h ing we use ever y
day: the English language.
Back in Shakespearean days,
English evolved more quickly
than the f lu. New words
Alice
were coined every day, and
Chang
First-year
the precision of language was
international
an art form by which people
business student
could express themselves.
Ever since the information
age began to stream full force, the power of
language that propelled us through previous
centuries screeched to a halt. Not only has
the English language stopped evolving, it
has actually started evolving in the opposite
direction.
On my way to class recently, I passed
two females engaged in something along
these lines of conversation: Girl 1: “So why
don’t you like him?” Girl 2: “Because he’s
just such a creeper!” Girl 1: “Oh, I totally
know what you mean.” After hearing that
brief exchange, I remember quite distinctly
spending the next hour wishing there was

volume of the Oxford dictionary.
Perhaps my sanity has been prodded
one time too many by the overwhelming
number of people who use nondescript, trite
words like “creeper” to describe anyone and
everyone, from an innocent student on his
way to class to a sex offender on television.
Surely, not every eccentric passerby who
makes eye contact with you deserves to be
placed on the same level as a serial rapist.
I asked someone to defi ne the term and
received a response of “somebody who’s
really creepy,” a definition that doesn’t quite
convince me of its validity. “Creeper” isn’t
the only fashionably ambiguous term. Other
trendy words that would make Merriam and
Webster turn in their graves include “sketch”
and “legit” — terms that unfortunately
have wedged themselves prominently into
most everyday conversations and have
contributed little to them.
Undoubtedly, the continuously growing
non-specificity of the English language
can make lives easier. It allows us to spit
out our accounts of events or descriptions
of people at a faster, more efficient pace
without having to grapple with perfect
jargon. At the same time, that’s exactly what
is undoing our language and all its beautiful
complexity. Rather than creating and using
words to enable ourselves to be more explicit
in conveying ideas, as Shakespeare did,
we’ve generated a couple blanket terms to
replace words that already allow us to do so
with more specificity.

Human rights valued over animal rights
Pet cruelty in homes, shelters
goes unnoticed in society where
people’s lives are more sacred
After recent articles in The Daily Gamecock
and t he recent discussions in our nat ion
regarding stem cells, I think it is time for some
raised consciousness in regards to how we
treat animals. This may seem like a strange
connection, but what seems strange to me is
that people are arguing over the research on a
collection of 32 cells discarded as biohazardous
waste from fertility clinics, yet they wouldn’t
even fi nd it newsworthy if they were the cells
of a different animal, since humans are animals
after all. If you were to pause and reflect on
the poor and often cruel treatment of animals
present in our daily lives, I would hope that you
would be as appalled as I am.
Research indicates a link between serial killers
and the abuse of animals. The link lies in the
fact that people who lack the empathy for the
pain and suffering they cause to animals may
also lack the ability to empathize with humans.
Yet many people treat animals as though they
are disposable, insignificant creatures here only

for our pleasure or our plates. Bear baiting
and cock, dog and bull fighting are some wellknown examples. Animals have been used in
warfare for centuries, some recent examples of
which are exploding pigs to gain knowledge of
terrorist attacks on human bodies and terrorists
using donkeys to carry bombs.
On the domestic front, we have animal
cruelty on our farms and in our
homes. The majorit y of farms
keep animals cramped together
without proper nutrition, sunlight,
shelter or water, and they may be
branded or de-beaked. Practices
such as creating foie gras (the
forced feeding of ducks via tube
Meredith
down the esophagus and other
Price
Fourth-year
birds that can cause ruptured
English student
organs and death to create a fatty
liver) and veal (baby cows chained
and kept in a small cage to prevent movement
then purposefully denied iron and fiber in their
diets to create soft, tender meat) I fi nd to be
cruel and disgusting.
In their homes, people abuse and neglect
their pets. They deny them veterinary care

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length and
clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must conform
to the legal standards of USC Student
Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail gamecockopinions@sc.edu and we will print
the correction in our next issue.

compensation illegally
during his college career.
After violating NCA A
rules, the organization
decided Bush was
ineligible for the 2005
season.
How m a ny p eople
believe Bush was t he
only player to accept gifts
illegally? The NCAA has
made a harsh example
out of Bush, but in the
time it took to decide he
was ineligible, there have
been numerous situations
in which college players
d id t he sa me t h i ng.
College football has not
learned its lesson.
W here are the
repercussions for
agents and big league
contenders who engage
in illegal relationships
w it h players? A gent s
who contact at hletes
i n a n ef for t to s way
their decisions deserve
to be subject to strict
pu n ish ment in order
to show underhanded
benefits are unacceptable.
T h e NC A A o f t e n
sweeps t he details of
cases u nder t he r ug,
prevent ing f ut u re
athletes from learning
from mistakes of t he
offenders before them.
If the NCAA was serious
about the problem of
illegal compensation, it
would investigate every
allegation with the same
intensity.
Bush will return to his
team and remain under
f ire as one of college
football’s villains. Before
the NCA A decides to
banish him to the depths
of football has-beens,
it shou ld re-evaluate
its investigative tactics
and lasso the agents and
players who play a part in
allowing illegal benefits
to happen.

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate discussion
in the Unive r sit y of South Ca rolina
community. All published authors are
expected to provide logical arguments to
back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourage s
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

and leave them chained outside without shelter,
water and food. They dock their tails, run
puppy mills and give them up to “humane”
societies that euthanize the animals if they are
too sick, if they don’t have the money to treat
them or if they simply don’t have the space. In
Richland and Lexington Counties alone, 19,000
dogs and cats are euthanized annually. This
represents a rate of 83 percent.
Animal cruelty in one form or another is
accepted in our Zeitgeist. It’s in our movies,
our media and our language. We vehemently
attack research on human stem cells because
it is destroying potential life, but not when it
relates to the actual life of animals fully capable
of pain, emotion and memory right now. We
wouldn’t use dead humans for Mythbusters’
experiments or euthanize humans that are sick
or because we’re overcrowded. Michael Vick
only received 23 months in jail for dog fighting,
while John Lennon’s killer has spent 30 years
behind bars and is still there. Why is it that
this is acceptable when animals suffer just as
much as humans? We are an arrogant species
that must learn to respect the rights to life and
happiness for all Earth’s creatures.

Professional football
player Reggie Bush is
known for several things:
being a cont ribut ing
member of the Saints,
dating Kim Kardashian
and receiv ing t he
Heisman Trophy in 2005
while playing for the
University of Southern
Cal ifor n ia, a nd t hen
giving it back.
R e c e nt l y, B u s h
announced his decision
to forfeit
t
h e
Hei s m a n
a f t e r
allegations
surfaced
accusing
Chelsey
him of
Seidel
receiving
Third-year print
money
journalism
and other
student
f or m s of
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COLUMBIA GOES GREEK FOR FESTIVA L
Holy Trinity church hosts annual
cultural event over weekend
Kathryn Kranjc & Robin Washington
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

From Thursday Sept. 16 to Sunday Sept. 19, Columbia
residents once again had the opportunity to immerse
themselves in the sights, smells, sounds, tastes and rich
history of one of the world’s oldest and most influential
cultures at the 24th annual Greek Festival, hosted by Holy
Trinity Greek Orthodox Church.
Both Greeks and non-Greeks alike made their way
through the festival at the Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox
Church on the corner of Sumter and Calhoun Street ,
sampling dishes ranging from souvlaki and gyros to
baklava and spanikopita, browsing through vendors’ stands
selling Greek imports and purchasing a few aromatic
pastry items to savor at home.
Patrons could also observe traditional Greek folk
dancing, visit an hourly Greek cultural exhibit, listen to
live music by the Nick Demos Band and the Nick Trivelas
band and tour Holy Trinity’s sanctuary.
The festival happens every year around mid-September,
and has earned a spot as one of Columbia’s most anticipated
annual traditions. Over the years, the Gamecocks have
even managed to get involved as well.
The food offered a great opportunity for the University’s
own Greek Life to help out. Members of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity and Tri Delta sorority helped work the
gyro booth, where they not only served customers, but also
helped prepare the dish. The cultural staple is filled with a
mixture of beef and lamb, a yogurt-based sauce and lettuce.
This year, First Lady of the University Patricia MoorePastides presented her recently published cook book during
the festival on Friday, “Greek Revival: Cooking for Life,”
which which features Greek-style cuisine. She also offered
to sign copies of her work.
The event’s strong cultural roots attracts community
members year after year, according to Violet Tsiantis, a
life-long parishioner at Holy Trinity. Tsiantis has been
selling pastries at the Greek festival with her friend, Rena
Zalants, for the past 20 years to benefit both city- and
church-affiliated charities.
“The recipes are carried down from our mothers, and we
try to carry on that tradition for the younger generations,”
Tsiantis said. “We are proud of our heritage and proud
to be Greek, so we want to share that with other people.
This is one of the most popular festivals in the city because
people enjoy what we represent. They can become part

Robin Washington / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

From left, Lambda Chi Alpha members Thomas Dehaven, Brent Cohen and Ryan Kozel prepare food at the Greek Festival.
of the celebration, and they become Greek while they’re
here.”
Nikki Stewart, a chairman of this year’s festival and
member of Holy Trinity, is a first-generation Greek who
agrees the festival offers plenty for visitors.
“I love my church, the festival and the mixture of
cultural tradition and food that it brings,” she said.
The festival’s returning patrons include many USC
students, including Elizabeth Rabon, a third-year music
student. Rabon especially enjoys the traditions and cuisine
the event offers.
“The food is so good, and the dancing and music are
really fun,” Rabon said. “I really love the grocery store
section because I like to cook.”
Besides its cultural aspects, the Greek Festival attracts
local interest through its sharing of the Orthodox faith.
USC legal writing instructor Ami Leventis, who became a
member of Holy Trinity in 2004, has been giving tours of
the 70-year-old sanctuary for the past two years. Leventis
enjoys sharing the parish’s history with others.
“I married into the pastries, but I like giving tours
because even though this is a cultural event, the church is
the center of it all,” Leventis said.
Indeed, the festival continues to grow because of the
continued efforts of the Greek Orthodox Church, which
holds the event on site. Though the church is currently
under renovation, tours were still made available to festival
patrons looking to learn more about the Greek traditions
of Christianity.
Vendors such as Micheal Randall, an importer of

Byzantine icons from Northville, Mich., appreciate the
positive reception from the community when it comes
to learning about the Greek Orthodox faith. Randall,
who converted to Orthodoxy over 20 years ago, enjoys
ministering to those with questions about religious
traditions.
“This festival is unique, and the people are defi nitely
unique,” Randall said. “I’ve met some great, old Southern
hospitality here in the Southeast. People want to know
more about the culture. I also think because we’re in the
Bible Belt, there’s always a natural curiosity about religion.”
Maria Charalambides has been a part of the festivities
since the event’s beginning. She sells fi ne jewelry at her
stand in the corner room inside the festival. “We design a
few things, but we mainly get our items from brand names
in Greece,” she said. Charalambides and her husband travel
from east coast to west coast attending Greek festivals and
spreading their culture.
From those interested in learning about history, culture
or theology to those simply looking for a good meal and an
enjoyable way to spend the day, this year’s Greek Festival
brought together locals of all ages and backgrounds.
The lively festival so thoroughly immersed its many
guests that it’s hard not to shout out the occasional
celebratory “opa!” after dipping into the distinct culture.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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(Left) The festival displayed cultural and theological artworks, including a rendition of the Creation of Adam. (Right) Chairperson Nikki Stewart poses with a plate of Greek cuisine.

AFFLECK GROWS BEHIND CAMERA WITH ‘TOWN’
Actor, director sharpens
skills in crime drama
Neal Hughes

STAFF WRITER

The Town
NOW IN THEATERS
★ ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Director: Ben Affleck
Starring: Ben Affleck, Jeremy Renner,
Rebecca Hall, Jon Hamm, Blake Lively
Run Time: 128 minutes
Rating: R for strong violence, pervasive
language, some sexuality and drug use

“The Tow n” is a f ilm t hat can be
explained by the proverbial snowball
e f f e c t ; at t he b e g i n n i n g it s e e m s
diminutive, but after it gets underway it
begins to pick up speed and momentum,
culminating in powerful driving force.
Starring, co-written and directed by
Boston’s self-declared son Ben Affleck ,
“The Town” proves that while Affleck
could not pick a role to save his life, he has
quite the talent behind the camera. “The
Town” boasts a very deep cast, including
Jeremy Renner in his first feature film
role since his Oscar-nominated turn in
the “Hurt Locker,” Golden Globe winner

Jon Hamm and “Gossip Girl’s” Blake
Lively, who plays the antithesis of her
character on TV.
“The Town” is set in Charlestown,
Boston (no surprise there, as Affleck takes
every chance he gets to show where he is
from), which according to the film is the
bank robbery capital of the world. The
film begins with Affleck doing a voiceover, giving a breakdown of a certain
bank, then the camera cuts to him with
three other guys pulling on skeleton
masks and busting through the bank
doors with automatic rifles.
During the process of the robbery,
assistant manager Claire Keesey (Rebecca
Hall) is able to nudge the panic button
with her ankle (something they don’t
teach you at bank school). With the cops
arriving shortly, the thieves decide it is
wiser to take a hostage with them. They
grab Keesey, bind her hands, blindfold
her and make off with their loot. The
next thing we see is a blindfolded and
frightened Keesey timidly walking on a
beach toward the water, indicating she
had been released without too much
damage.
Due to the fact that Keesey could
identify the men’s voices and possibly
some other striking features like tattoos,
Doug MacRay (Affleck) decides it would
be wise to do a “follow up” on Keesey.

Not wanting his best friend and literal
partner in crime, James Coughlin (Jeremy
Renner), to do it because of his tendency
towa rd sad ism a nd br ut a l mu rder,
MacRay decides to take the responsibility
on himself.

Courtesy of AP Exchange

Ben Affleck (right) stars as bank robber
Doug MacRay, caught between a life of
crime and redemption in “The Town.”
T h i s d e c i s io n b e c o me s s l i g ht l y
problematic when MacRay falls for Keesey
and has to keep his identity from her,
while simultaneously and unsuccessfully
trying to quit the “business,” making
“The Town” a great exploration of what
happens when someone follows their
humanistic desires.
“ T h e To w n” d o e s m a n y t h i n g s
that are commendable, and definitely

demonstrates the promise of Aff leck’s
directorial career. However, it does
not have any spectacular aspects. Each
character is good in his or her own right,
but none of them seem Oscar-worthy or
memorable enough to be ranked among
other great heist characters.
Affleck does a great job of managing
the acting talent he was given, but it seems
he doesn’t develop any of it. Renner fully
commits to being sadistic, but the glaring
lack of humanit y makes it extremely
difficult to identify with him, making
him a villain when Affleck doesn’t intend
for that.
Furthermore, unlike “Heat” or “The
Departed,” ”The Town” lacks a certain
grittiness, making it seem clean cut when
compared to prior greats. However, as
heist films go, “The Town” is decent and
very enjoyable. It has a clever plot and
some very stylish aspects that make it
very appealing. “The Town” is easily in
the top films to come out so far this year
(not too difficult to do with this year’s
crop), and it will most likely be one of
many stepping stones toward Aff leck’s
inevitable masterpiece.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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Bunny and Ravy ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene

USC

CALENDAR
WHAT: Study Abroad
Table
WHEN: 10 a.m. — 3 p.m.
WHERE: Russell House
2nd Floor Lobby
WHAT: Sorority Council
WHEN: 5:30 p.m.
WHERE: RH 205
WHAT: FMLA Meeting
WHEN: 6 p.m.
WHERE: RH 304
WHAT: Students for Life
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH 304

PICTURE OF THE DAY
“COCO CHANEL & IGOR STRAVINSKY”
5:30 P.M. AND 8 P.M., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

Beth Revelle / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The student section jumps in time with “Sandstorm” and waves white Cocky Cloths
as the sun sets at the start of the South Carolina-Furman game on Saturday.

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

A R IES Use you r
will power to create an
umbrella protect ing
everyone in your circle.
Rely on logic to resolve
emotional distress.
TAURUS If
everyone works in teams
of t wo, a lot more gets
accomplished. One pair
may go off in some wild,
imaginative direction, but
that’s all right.
GEMINI Activities
move forward like a welloiled machine. Maintain
control over the wheel,
and you stay on track and
get plenty accomplished.
C A N C E R

Y e s t e r d a y ’ s
a c c o m p l i s h m e nt s p u t
you and a close person
in a really good mood.
You jump into the week’s
activities with great ideas
a nd s t rong emot ion a l
support.

LEO Someone needs
to take the lead. It doesn’t
have to be you. Balance
bet ween cr it icism a nd
optimism may not be as
simple as you’d t h i n k .
Consider all possibilities.
VIRGO To take in
all the action today would
require a very wide-angle
le n s . A s k s o me o ne t o
record part of it for review
to savor it later.
LIBR A C hoose a
direction early and follow
it. You get a lot more done
if you don’t switch gears
every time someone opens
their mouth. Keep your
eyes on the prize.
SCORPIO Inject
a note of optimism into
ever y act iv it y today. A
lot needs to get done,
but nobody appreciates
a grumpy attitude. Do it
with a smile.

SAGITTARIUS

Best results come from
c o n c e nt r at e d , lo g ic a l
thought. Plan each detail
to allow for f lex ibilit y
along the way.

C A P R IC O R N

As long as you remain in
charge, you meet all your
goals (and more). To create
a livelier mood for others,
tell stupid jokes and laugh
at theirs.
AQUARIUS You
have all you r duck s in
a row reg a rd i ng you r
personal task. You discover
that others have also done
their work to move a joint
project forward.
PISCES You’d like
to stay on the intellectual
side of a ny a rg u ment .
Let others wax emotional
while you keep your head.

09/20/10

Corey Smith Is Coming!

scStateFair.org

Solution from 09/17/10

TODAY

TOMORROW

HOOTS & HELLMOUTH
W/ OLD CANOE & JOSH
OLIVER
6 p.m. doors, $10
The White Mule, 1530
Main St.

ACOUSTIC CAFE
9:30 p.m., Free
Russell House Bookstore
Cafe

THE ART OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS, “BATIKS” BY
MARY EDNA FRASER
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Free
McKissick Museum, 728
Pickens St.

Crossword

NEW MUSIC NIGHT
6 p.m. doors, $5 over 21 /
$8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

WHAT: AAAS Freshman
Council
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH 315
WHAT: Mountaineering
and Whitewater Rafting
Club
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: PSC 210
WHAT: Freshman Bible
Study
WHEN: 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: RH 309
WHAT: Amnesty
International Meeting
WHEN: 8 p.m.
WHERE: RH 315

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

09/20/10

Brought to you by:

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
d
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Stu
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

Across
1 Jane Austen classic
5 Lose it
9 Marathoner’s pants?
14 Campus area
15 Sport with mallets
16 Like Andean
pyramids
17 More than suggest
18 Loud laugh
19 Swordsman of lore
20 Promo after promo
after promo?
23 Ike’s WWII arena
24 Gumshoe
25 Chowed down
26 Old Olds creation
27 Bon mot expert
28 Artificial
30 Put into words
31 Fourth century
start
32 Well-endowed, so
to speak
34 Oil-yielding rock
35 Thesis on promos?
39 “Doe, __ ...”: song
lyric
40 Metallic mixtures
41 __ and turn
42 Astern
43 Black Sea port
47 Printers’ widths
48 Keebler
cookiemaker
49 “__ Beso”: Paul
Anka hit
50 Part of D.A.: Abbr.
51 Portuguese king
52 One who takes a
promo off the air?
55 Forest bucks
57 __ Star State
58 “By __!”
59 Little laugh
60 Knock off
61 Aggressive Greek
god
62 Sci-fi writer __ Scott
Card
63 Snow coaster
64 “Winning __
everything”
Down
1 Put “=” between
2 Scream bloody __
3 Voodoo and wizardry
4 Yemeni port
5 Wine-and-soda drink
6 Nary a soul
7 Jai __

8 Actor’s job Solution for 09/17/10
9
Thingamajig
10 “Wheel
of Fortune”
purchase
11 Twist-off
top
12 Word
with board
or physics
13 More
stuck-up
21 Darth, to
Luke
22 Oneeighty
29 High
53 Saw or plane
points
54 City east of Santa
30 Long-legged bird
Barbara
31 Banking giant
56 Political beginning?
33 Building repair
platforms
34 World of espionage
35 Waits on hand and
foot
36 Dashboard gauge
37 Saviors
38 Detail to tie up
42 Matterhorn or Monte
Leone
44 Really enjoys
45 Director Spielberg
46 Motionless
48 Museum Folkwang
city
49 “Sesame Street”
regular
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Apartments
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Roommates
F/christian seeks rrmmte ASAP!
$405/mo inclds all. House dwntwn.
Contact blondiee0719@yahoo.com

Housing-Rent
OLYMPIA - 3BR 2BA $800/mo + sec
dep. Call Michelle 917-9277.
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804

For Sale
MATTRESS SETS
You Cannot Find a Better Deal!
Still in plastic. Full $110 Queen $125.
Sheets $25 Call Mark @ 238-6288.

For Sale
Automotive
1999 VW Beetle - red ex cond. 87,000
5sp tran. $4900 OBO 330-749-8284.

Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No
exp training available 800-965-6520
SEPTEMBER OPENINGS
Great Pay, FT/PT sched, sales/svc
no exp. nec, al ages 18+ cond apply
772-4112 www.workforstudents.com
Needed 1 PT Veterinary Tech
afternoons & weekend. Will Train.
Apply in person at Spring Valley
Animal Hospital 8913 Two Notch
Rd. 788-8481
PALMETTO ATHLETIC CENTER
Now hiring PT gymnastics/tumbling
coaches and afterschool care asst.
Go to
www.palmettoathleticcenter.com/apply.htm

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
Energetic, enthusiastic, responsible
people needed to work as co-teachers
in our afterschool program in a large
child development center near USC.
M-F from 2PM-6PM. Substitute
positions also avail with variable hours
available. Call 799-8533 and ask for
Traci or Carol or email
ShandonPresCDC@yahooo.com

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
AFTERNOON
CHILD CARE TEACHERS NEEDED
Church pre-school, located 15 minutes
from USC is seeking energetic &
dependable individuals to work in the
afternoons, M-F from 1:00-5:30pm.
Substitutes
for
morning
and
afternoons
are
also
needed.
Individuals must have experience
working in child care. Please call 7711512 for more info.

Help Wanted
Restaurants

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
•

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm

Help Wanted
Tutors
TUTORS NEEDED: GPA of 3.2 will
earn you $10-$12 (or more) per hr!
Highest demand for Math, Reading &
Science Tutor Connection 957-6060.

Major credit cards accepted

•

Russell House, Rm. 343

SGTV

For Students.
By Students.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy Test.
Call Birthright 765-0165

Work Study
Opportunities
EARN $9/hr! Percival Rd location of
SC Voc Rehab Dept
2 WORK-STUDY OFFICE ASSTS.
Admin & light reception duties.
EARN $9/HR - Duties filing organizing
& archiving data entry & operation
various office equipment WORK
STUDY OFFICE ASSIST. for the
Legal/Safety Dept of SC Voc Rehab
near airport Call Cathy Smith @ 8966553 for interview EOE

1g0am0e%
co c k

TV

all day
everyday.

4

CAMPUS
CHANNEL
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Lanning sets career bests against FU
Kicker nets best field goal, punt
in Saturday’s win over Furman
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Kickers aren’t expected to get much
attention for doing their jobs. They
especially aren’t supposed to show up
in the press room after a game and sit
and face the fourth estate in the manner
the head coach and starting quarterback
usually do.
But t hat’s exact ly where Spencer
Lanning found himself on Saturday
night — the closing act at the podium
after Steve Spurrier and Stephen Garcia.
Wa s t he redsh i r t sen ior c apt a i n
nervous? Bashful? Hesitant? Nope — he
was more worried about explaining his
appearance on the game program cover.
“I looked mean, didn’t I? I looked
real mean,” Lanning said of the photo
that had many around Williams-Brice
St ad iu m t a l k i n g (a nd m ay ot her s
laughing). “I was smiling for the first
couple, and then they told me to be a
little meaner, so I looked a little tougher,
I guess.”
Lanning was at the podium because
he had k icked a career-long 51-yard
field goal and 58-yard punt. The kick
didn’t mean much in the end, but at
the time it gave USC a 28-13 lead after
Furman fought back a bit and made
Carolina sweat. It was sweet revenge
for Lanning, who missed a kick from
the same distance a week prior against
Georgia.
“I just sor t of set up for t he

opportunity to have another shot at it
[during the week]. I talked to my dad,
parents, grandparents. My grandfather
was giv ing me a hard t ime about it
last week, how I hit it like a girl and
everything else. I sort of have to agree
with him,” Lanning said. “But it was
good to get a litt le redempt ion out
there and help the team out. It felt good
coming off, and I knew as soon as I hit
it, I hit it hard.”
A former walk-on from Rock Hill,
Lanning won the starting punting job
as a sophomore in 2008, and a year
later added kicking duties after Ryan
Succop graduated and headed to the
NFL. His fi rst night as placekicker was
a nightmare, with two botched field
goals against N.C. State, but the second
night was a record-setting one, with a
school-record five field goals against
Georgia.
He’s been rock steady ever since,
finishing 2009 with 79 points, an 85
percent field goal conversion rate and
an average of just under 42 yards a punt
— all numbers that have garnered him
immense respect, both nationally (a
preseason Lou Groza and Ray Guy
award semifinalist) and locally, where
he was elected captain this summer,
the first kicker to earn the honor in
Spurrier’s coaching career.
Lanning has seen a lot of ups and
downs in his time at Carolina, but he
thinks this team has a shot to have a
year to remember, mainly because of
how close knit it is.
“This year we have the greatest group
of seniors and leadership that I’ve ever

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina kicker Spencer Lanning kicks a field goal against Southern Mississippi.
seen. Team chemistry is unbelievable.
Every time we go out there and practice,
everybody is really excited,” Lanning
said. “It’s like one big family. I’ve said
that in the past but every year it seems
like we’re getting a little more and more
family and a little more friendship with
ever yone on t he team. Ever ybody’s
one big family. I think that means a
lot to our team and speaks a lot for our
seniors.”
The drive toward a special season

k ic k s i nt o overd r i ve t h i s c om i n g
weekend at Aubu r n — a cha l lenge
that Lanning says the Gamecocks are
anticipating.
“ We ’ r e a l l e x c i t e d a b o u t t h e
challenge,” Lanning said. “Whether or
not we’ll rise up and compete, we’ll see
next Saturday.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu

Studs and Duds
Mims shines for Paladins, Sanders disappoints
Chris Bilko

STAFF WRITER

Duds

Studs
Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY
DA Y G
GAMECOCK
A

Furman wide receiver Adam Mims caught 10 passes for 202 yards Saturday against USC.

Freshman wide receiver Ace Sanders catches a screen pass Saturday against Furman.
Fur

Adam Mims: The Furman wideout blew away the USC secondary for 202 yards and a
touchdown. The senior was all over the field Saturday and made Carolina’s defense look
silly. The play of Mims made many wonder how he was not playing for bigger name school.
Stephon Gilmore: In what was not a very good game for USC’s secondary, Gilmore
stepped up in the fourth quarter with an 80-yard interception return for a touchdown
to seal the game for Carolina. The Rock Hill native, who doesn’t get many passes in his
direction, took advantage of a mistake by Furman quarterback Cody Worley.
Furman Band: The Paladin band, which contained less than 100 members, knew how to
please the crowd. Their performance of “The Safety Dance” contained many awesome
components, including a keyboard player, unison dancing and singing. The USC band
should take note of the crowd reaction and adjust its halftime shows accordingly.

Ace Sanders: The freshman didn’t take advantage of the playing time that he received
on Saturday. Sanders only had 12 all-purpose yards on one catch and two rushes. Sanders
might also be entering the coaches’ doghouse after going backwards twice on one of his
rushes.
Student Section: When Furman pushed Carolina’s lead to 12 points in the third quarter,
there were probably about 1,000 fans in the student section. When you looked at the stands
on Saturday, the north end zone sure didn’t look like the fifth-best student section in the
country.
Play Selection: Steve Spurrier admitted himself that he should not have called the play
in which Stephen Garcia threw his second interception. The coaching staff should also
have called more passing plays downfield as the Carolina wide receivers were shredding
Furman’s secondary.

DEFENSIVE LINE DOMINATES PALADINS
Gamecocks stifle
Furman ground attack
Chris Bilko

STAFF WRITER

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Defensive tackle Travian Robertson celebrates after
sacking Furman quarterback Cody Worley Saturday.

South Carolina’s defensive line play
was stellar Saturday, putting away any
chance Furman had of mounting a
rushing attack.
The Paladins were held to 51 yards
rushing, the fourth-fewest allowed
during Steve Spurrier’s tenure at
Carolina. The Gamecocks have now
allowed under 100 rushing yards in all
three games of the season.
A big key to the defensive line’s
success Sat urday was the play of
defensive tackle Travian Robertson.
Robertson had two sacks and three
tackles for loss and was in on any
play the Paladins tried to rush up the
middle.
“I just pressed them back, and
the quarterback stepped up so I just
grabbed him,” Robertson said. “I was

basically one-on-one block most of
the time, and the first time it was a
misunderstanding by them, but we just
pressed the pocket and we stepped up
and got him.”
Even playing a smaller team like
Fu r ma n, t he defensive l i ne was
mentally prepared to make plays and
effectively stop the run.
“We were more focused tonight,”
Robertson said. “Coach [Brad Lawing]
asked us to get them down and get in
their face and affect the quarterback.”
Robertson wasn’t the only standout
for USC on defense Saturday. Cliff
Matthews, Rodney Paulk and Melvin
Ingram recorded sacks on the night.
The sack by Matthews gave the senior
11.5 sacks and 19 tackles for loss on his
career. Ladi Ajiboye and Devin Taylor
also played well, filling gaps and both
having a tackle each.
The biggest sack on the night was
by cornerback Chris Culliver. Culliver
rushed up the middle unblocked on
a corner blitz and blasted Furman

quarterback Cody Worley.
“We had prett y good pressure
I think most of the night,” Spurrier
said. “Cliff Matthews I think had an
excellent game. I think the D-line and
linebackers really all played well.”
Assistant Head Coach for Defense
Ellis Johnson added : “Overall, we
played what I think was a very good
football team. I thought our pass
rush was good, and we got to the
quarterback some.”
Robertson also said that Furman’s
offense was very similar to what USC
will face against Auburn next week,
and the rushing and passing schemes
gave USC good looks for what is to
come.
“They came out and were after
us t hroughout t he whole game,”
Robertson said. “We just have to step it
up and come out better for next week.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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Notebook:
Robertson
impresses
Tackle wreaks havoc
against outmatched
oﬀensive line
Chris Bilko

STAFF WRITER
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South Carolina cornerback Stephon Gilmore helped clinch USC’s win over Furman with an interception return for a touchdown in the fourth quarter.

Gilmore’s interception
clinches win over Furman
Chris Cox

SPORTS EDITOR

Furman trailed by just 12 points as the clock
began to wind down toward the six-minute mark
at Williams-Brice Stadium Saturday.
But the Paladins were driving. And the few
remaining South Carolina fans in attendance
were starting to get nervous.
That’s when South Carolina’s do-everything
cornerback changed everything.
Sophomore Stephon Gilmore stepped in
on a hook route and picked off quarterback
Cody Worley’s pass before sprinting 80 yards
for the touchdown to give USC a 38-19 win,
keeping USC’s record perfect three weeks into
the season.
“It felt good,” Gilmore said. “When I caught
it, the only thing I had to make sure was nobody
would catch me ... it was a good feeling.”
It helped No. 13 South Carolina (3-0, 1-0
SEC) and coach Steve Spurrier breathe a little
easier, as FCS teams have generally made a
habit out of coming to USC and playing the
Gamecocks close.
“[It] was the play that took their hearts out to
win the game,” Spurrier said.

It wasn’t a spectacular performance by any
means for the Gamecocks, who experienced just
as many high points as lows.
Quarterback Stephen Garcia threw his first
two touchdown passes of the season — to Tori
Gurley and D.L. Moore — but coupled the
scoring strikes with a pair of interceptions,
including one that went for a touchdown deep in
USC’s own territory.
“Stephen had a lot of good plays,” Spurrier
said. “But he just has some bad plays I wish we
could get rid of. We’ll keep working on it.”
Despite that, running back Marcus Lattimore
was able to continue his strong freshman season,
finishing three yards short of the century mark
while adding his fifth touchdown of the season
in the first quarter.
“I’m not sure what his stats were, but he ran
the ball extremely well today again,” Garcia said.
“I think Furman tackled a little bit better today
than Georgia did last week.”
But it was the makeshift line that frustrated
Spurrier after the outcome had been decided.
Starting left guard Garrett Chisolm was absent
from Saturday’s game due to a personal issue,
while normal right guard Rokevious Watkins —
who moved into Chisolm’s normal spot — went
down with an ankle sprain and did not return.
“It was a little disappointing,” Spurrier
said. “Our offensive line had a lot of missed

assignments. They didn’t play nearly as well as
they had the first couple of games.”
The defense suffered similar highlights and
lowlights, as Gilmore’s pick-six was coupled with
Furman’s Adam Mims grabbing 10 catches for
202 yards and a touchdown.
“They have some pretty good athletes on
their team,” Garcia said. “[Mims] was one of the
fastest kids on the field. They played really hard
and they played the whole game. That’s what I
think makes it so tough.”
But at the end of the night, South Carolina
was still able to walk away with its third victory
in as many games this season. And with USC’s
recent homestand finally having wrapped up,
the Gamecocks take the road next week to face
undefeated and nationally-ranked Auburn.
“I mean, we won, so that’s really the main
concern,” Garcia said. “We kind of futtered in
the second half, and there were some plays you
wish you could take back.”
But the Gamecocks were just happy to win.
After all, it was Furman that left with the victory
in the two teams’ last meeting in 1982.
“You’ve just got to give Furman credit,”
Spurrier said. “We’re glad the game’s over. We
don’t have to play them for another 25 years.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu

Kratch: No worry about Gamecocks
Despite mediocre
performance, USC still
in line for solid season
It has become a rite of fall;
South Carolina plays host to an
in-state FCS opponent and plays
down to the level of competition
before superior athletic talent and
ability kick in for the win.
The performance gets many
worked up about how USC never
shows the maturity to put these
teams away — how it never steps
on the opponent’s throat from coin
fl ip to post-game handshakes and
leaves emphatic victors.
Another chapter in the saga was
written Saturday with USC’s 38-19
defeat of Furman. The Gamecocks
won comfortably and the Paladins
never had much of a cha nce.
However, the fact there was even
a shadow of a doubt about the
outcome before Stephon Gilmore
ran an interception back 80 yards
to the north end zone of WilliamsBrice Stadium and approximately
533 kids left in the No. 5 student
section in the nation with 6:38
left in the game is proof Carolina
didn’t bring its A game to the park.
The natural inclination would
be to overanalyze the showing,
lament another chance to drop
the hammer on a lesser foe and

worry that a so-so outing against
Furman is bound to translate into
a disastrous outing this Saturday
at Auburn.
However, the natural inclination
wou ld be a foolish one. USC
won the game in a sloppy and
unspectacular way,
but it won the game.
A win is a win.
This wasn’t another
App State or James
Madison. We ca n
w ipe 1982 of f t he
“Last Meeting” part
James
of the game notes.
Kratch
Third-year
D i d
t h e
English student
G amecock s play
wel l? No. They
ebbed and flowed the entire night
and had several dumb penalties and
plays. They looked disinterested
at times, but then again, most
e ver yone i n a nd a rou nd t he
stadium was disinterested.
USC didn’t play well against
Fu r ma n,but it won. It ’s now
3- 0, headed i nto t he biggest
Southeastern Conference road
game a Carolina team has played in
some time. The Gamecocks can’t
beat Auburn if they play against
the Tigers on the Plains like they
played against the Paladins, but
that goes without saying.
Pr ior to USC ’s g a me w it h
Georgia in Week 2, coach Steve

Spurrier said if you win a so-called
“big game,” you usually get to have
another one. The goal of his team,
he revealed, was to hopefully have
a bunch of them this season.
The Gamecocks won the first
big one. A nd, by virtue of this
past slopfest, they have protected

the sanctity of another one in six
days. It doesn’t matter it wasn’t
a virtuoso performance. W hat
does matter is that USC got the
job done, style points be damned.
O nw a rd a nd up w a rd g o t he
Gamecocks.
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Receiver Alshon Jeffery runs for a first down Saturday against Furman.

Defensive tack le
Travian Robertson made
a big impact on t he
defen sive l i ne ag a i n st
Furman. The junior had
two sacks and four tackles
on the night.
“We were more focused
tonight,” Robertson said.
“Coach asked us to get
t hem dow n a nd get i n
their face and affect the
quarterback.”
Robertson, who was out
for a majority of the 2009
season after sustaining
an ACL tear against Ole
Miss, was the highlight
of a defensive line that
dominated the Paladins’
offensive front.
“ I t h i n k t he D -l i ne
a nd l i nebackers rea l ly
all played well,” Spurrier
said. “They didn’t run the
ball ver y well, 51 yards
on 27 carries. We played
good defense except for a
couple plays.”
A not her m i le stone
r e a c he d : C or nerb ac k
C h r is Cu l l iver moved
into third all-time in SEC
kick return yards.
T he sen ior now h a s
2 , 3 4 0 o n 10 0 c a r e e r
returns and is 158 yards
s h y of p a s s i n g D e r e k
Peg ue s of M i s s i s s ippi
State for second all-time.
The Color of Success:
Carol i na has now won
six straight games under
Steve Spu r r ier wh i le
wearing garnet jerseys
and pants.
Last season, the
G a m e c o c k s w e nt 3 - 0
against No. 4 Ole Miss,
Vanderbilt and Clemson
wh ile wear i ng t he allgarnet combination.
Carolina has now
capped a 3-0 homestand
w it h t he all-gar net
combo against Southern
Mississippi, Georgia and
Furman.
Je f f e r y h a s 1, 0 0 0 :
W ide receiver A l shon
Jef fer y reac he d 1,0 0 0
yards in his career against
Furman, becoming t he
23rd G a me co c k to do
so. The sophomore had
97 yards on t he n ight,
nar rowly m issi ng h is
third straight 100-yard
receiving game.
“It’s a g reat
accompl ish ment , but
I got to keep work i ng
hard,” Jeffery said. “The
team has to keep working
hard.”
Scouts in attendance:
The Jacksonville Jaguars
was the only NFL team
w it h s c out s w at c h i n g
USC t a ke on Fu r m a n
Saturday night.
Injury Report:
Offensive guard
Rokevious Watk ins left
t he g a me i n t he t h i rd
quarter with a shoulder
s t i n g e r. J u n i o r s p u r
A ntonio A llen returned
to act ion af ter missing
t he f irst t wo games of
the season. The Ocala,
Fla., native recorded two
tackles on the night.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@
sc.edu

